
Dead Pedal

READ BEFORE INSTALLATION
The use of any Rennline product is the sole responsibility of the end user. Rennline Inc. accepts no responsibility for 

warranty voids or damage resulting from the use of these products. Due to the varying location of wiring harnesses and 
other components, carefully inspect any area prior to drilling. All Rennline products are intended for off road use only and 

should be installed by a qualified automotive technician.

Check to make sure you have all parts listed prior to 
installation. If anything is missing contact us immediately.

P/N -  

Order Online: WWW.RENNLINE.COM
EM Orders@rennline.com

PH 802.893.7366
FX 802.893.7311

Date      8/21/12 P101, P102, P101C, P102C, P101D, P102D, P59C, P59D

1. Place the Rennline pedal over the top of the factory plastic pedal.
2. Using a 1/16” drill bit, drill two holes into the factory plastic pedal in the 
locations marked with the arrows.
3.  Install the 2 supplied truss head screws into the pre drilled holes.
4. Enjoy you new Rennline product.  

     P/N 101C & 102C   
Only

1. Place the factory crest into the recessed area of the dead pedal with the post 
sticking through the hole. 
2. Secure the crest from the back of the pedal using the push nut that was supplied with your 
factory crest. 
Note: If your factory crest was not purchased through Rennline, it may be necessary to shorten 
the post so that it does not interfere with the pedal sitting �at against the factory plastic unit. You 
may also need to purchase the push nut if it was not supplied with your crest. 

1. Make sure your pedal is clean and free of any contaminates such as Armor All. 
2. Remove the backing paper from the factory dome decal and place it in the recessed area of 
your Rennline pedal. 
3. Press �rmly over the entire surface of the decal.

  P/N 101D & 102D
Only

- (1) Deal Pedal 
- (2) #8 X 5/8 Truss Head Screws - MC93406A196 

Installation of all 101 & 102 Con�gurations

986/987/996/997/991, Pano


